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[Note: Please report citations for publications by the membership—to include scholarship, reviews, criticism, essays, and any other published works which would benefit the membership to read. You may submit citations on behalf of yourself or other members to Kurt Blythe at kcblythe@email.unc.edu. Contributions on behalf of fellow members will be cleared with the author(s) before they are printed. Include contact information with submissions.]

As our careers progress, so too do our CVs, and the depth and breadth of knowledge in the field. This is owed in no small part to the following:

Steve Kelley’s article in *Serials Review*, volume 41, issue 3, entitled, "NASIG at 30: New Initiatives, New Directions." DOI: 10.1080/00987913.2015.1062068
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00987913.2015.1062068

Tessa Minchew’s article, also in *Serials Review* 41.3:
“Who's on First?: License Team Workflow Tracking with Trello.” DOI: 10.1080/00987913.2015.1065946
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/00987913.2015.1065946

With Teddy Gray, Tessa also presented on the topic of her article, on September 11, 2015, as part of the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries Webinar Series, under the title “Using Trello to Manage Technical Services Work at NCSU & Duke University Libraries.”

Finally, Sarah W. Sutton (Ph.D., School of Library and Information Management, Emporia State University) teamed with fellow NASIG members Mary Bailey, Christina Geuther (both of Kansas State University), Angela Rathmel (University of Kansas), Nancy Haag, and Erich Kessler (both of the Kansas City, Kansas, Public Library) to present a preconference workshop called “E-Resources Boot Camp: Becoming an Expert at E-Resources in Your Library” at the joint conference of the Kansas Library Association and the Missouri Library Association on September 30, 2015.

Bravo, one and all.